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There are manual large size and automatic small size.
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ROSAREA FEMALE PERFUME SET

Be the first to use our premium product. Our latest in a 
classy suit that suits the taste of girls from all over the 
world.
Not to mention our distinctive designs offer you high 
quality products. Made with the best Arabic, French 
and Italian perfumes. To match your look my lady.
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Argan Therapy is a revolutionary Treatment Based On Ar-
gan Oil and The best of Amino Acids witch make the hair 
sleeker, smoother, easier sult is brilliant shine with a silky-
soft feel for healthy, beautiful hair and Straight Up to 95 % 
Without any Formaldehyde or any chemicals .
No-Frizz, no more split ends, straighten your hair up to 95 
%. Repair gaps in damaged hairs and smooth down tears 
from straightening, brushing and coloring. Your hair can 
retain its moisture for longer Less flat ironing Improved 
hair elasticity and more bounce. Reduced breakage in 
your hair Cures minor hair loss. Safe for Pregnant Women, 
Men, Children 6 years and older – The correct process 
will take 2-4 hours depending on the length and thick-
ness of hair.You spend less on conditioners.You can use 
your time for other things you love rather than wasting 
time on your hair Improved confidence.Formaldehyde 
Free Formula , No Fumes , No Itchy Eyes and No Need 
For Ventilation.



Argan Therapy is a revolutionary Treatment Based On Argan Oil and The 
best of Amino Acids witch make the hair sleeker, smoother, easier sult is 
brilliant shine with a silky-soft feel for healthy, beautiful hair and Straight Up 
to 95 % Without any Formaldehyde or any chemical. Wake up with salon 
worthy hair. 

It’s removes buildup, deep cleans, and detoxifies what other gels, con-
ditioners, chemicals, grease and chlorine leave behind that often leav-
ing your hair dull, heavy and limp. Get shinier, cleaner hair as GotStyle 
Clarifying Shampoo opens the hair cuticle and prepares the hair to re-
ceive proper treatment making it Step 1 of the Protein Hair Treatment.



For fine, brittle, and damaged hair, the Argan Oil Restorative Hair Mask is a 
powerful product that rebuilds, repairs, moisturizes, and provides a brilliant 
shine. Unnique Hair Mask penetrates deep into the hair to restore elasticity 
and rebuild strength while repairing the damage caused by chemicals and 
other environmental stresses. This unique formula is rich in proteins and will 
help bring back your hair’s natural health leaving it moisturized and shiny.

It’s specially formulated to conserve brightness, strengthen and protect the hair. 
This product is enriched with moisturizing ingredients and ensures the ultimate in 
maintenance your keratin or color treated hair and safe for daily use .GotStyle Ar-
gan Daily post Shampoo has a balanced pH that is compatible with the natural 
pH of your hair, rich with components that will treat your hair entirely

3Hair Mask





Use anytime, anywhere cars, office, handbag, 
picnics,nappy...Use as often as required.
Gotstyle disinfictant spary kills %99.9 of germs and 
bacteria VIRUS CORONA included.
It is an ideal product for many reasons Firstly, it is easy 
to carry because it is available in several sizes 100 
ml150- ml100- ml. It is used to sterilize hands and dries 
quickly due to its gaseous shape. Also used to sterilize 
computers and keyboards without harming them 
as it is in a gaseous form. Easy to use in all places as 
door handles for cars and homes sterilize keys and in 
homerooms, bathrooms, sinks, and tables. Also for any 
surfaces, buttons of the elevators credit cards and 
ATMs.
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Baby deodorant brings a sparkle to your 
child day, comes with ingredients that 
make him feel refreshed.



BBD1 BBD2 BBD3



The excellent treatment for the 
elimination of head lice due to its unique 
formula that contains several natural 
oils that penetrate into the respiratory 
openings of lice and suffocate them so 
that lice are killed in a safe mechanical 
way.. Does not contain chemical 
substances. For use by adults and 
children, safe for children.



Hand sanitizer gel contains %70 alcohol and 
also contains oils to moisturize the hands and 
other cleansers. It is used for children under the 
supervision of parents and used for adults. 
We designed a saving package with a pump 
suitable for family and office use.

HAND SANITIZER 500 mL







powder











You can use it for wounds, scratches, bruises, and 
insect bites. Also surfaces and furniture.
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